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Increase Refrigerated Warehouse Space and Temperature Zones Without Increasing
Building Footprint

Chicago, May 29, 2008 - Randall Manufacturing, a Chicago-based manufacturer of
temperature zoning products for the warehouse and transportation industries, is pleased to
announce that their line of InsulWall products (a flexible, insulated curtain wall) has been
expanded to include R-values ranging from 3 to 10. It’s the ideal temperature zoning
solution for both retrofit and new construction warehouse applications because it works well
for buildings with space limitations and little flexibility. Subdividing warehouse space with a
new temperature zone has never been this easy.

InsulWall can be used in varied applications including ambient to controlled, cooler-to-cooler
and freezer-to-freezer. The ideal temperature differentiation is up to 20 degrees Fahrenheit. In
addition to creating more temperature zones, InsulWall effectively maintains product
integrity. An excellent example is the separation of ethylene sensitive produce (apples) from
ion-sensitive produce (blueberries).

Not only does InsulWall act as an excellent source of insulation and helps to improve product
integrity, but it also requires minimal space. InsulWall can assume as little as 1” of floor
space compared to its alternative; permanent walls or rigid panels with concrete curbs can
take up as much as 16” of floor space.

InsulWall is easy to install. Depending on the facility, 100’ of InsulWall can be hung in as
little as 10 hours. Plus, no facility shut down is required during installation. Should floor plan
or product requirements change InsulWall panels are easy and fast to remove and relocate.
The bottom sweep is simply trimmed and the curtain is easily augmented to accommodate
varying ceiling heights.

Not only is it quickly installed but it is also quickly repaired. The soft wall feature allows for
pliability. If there is extreme force applied to the curtain wall the Velcro tabs between the
panels may release but they can be refastened in a matter of minutes. The benefits of this
product are limitless.

Randall Manufacturing is an industry leader in temperature zoning products,
delivering a complete range of integrated product solutions to the food service industry.
Their specialty warehouse products include insulated curtain walls and air doors plus
insulated boxes, bags and pallet covers. Transportation items include insulated bulkheads,
center divide systems, strip curtains and chutes. For more information about Randall
Manufacturing, visit their website at www.randallmfg.com.
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